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Two articles and an editorial address the question of whether payment to research participants could be considered coercive. The first article draws attention to concerns about risks, consent and use. The second article forcibly examines as subjectivity where someone's interests can be partially returned because they are foreign to another person. The
editorial weighs arguments and opinions on participation as a work that should be fairly compensated. Malmqvist E. Paid to endure: Paid research participation, passivity and labor goods. American Journal of Bioethics 2019;19(9):11-20. Millum J &amp;; Garnett M. How payment for participation in research can be coercive. American Journal of Bioethics
2019;19(9):21-31. Largent EA, Emanuel EJ, Lynch HF. Filthy lucre or mounting offer? Understanding the anxiety about payments to research participants. American Journal of Bioethics 2019;19(9):1-4. Independent, reliable guide to online education for more than 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved by the panel, LLC All rights reserved by
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and fifteen other federal departments and agencies, including the Department of Veterans Affairs, have announced final changes to the general rule. The final rule was published in the Federal Register on January 19, 2017. Employers can use various tests to check applicants for work. Tests differ from
fitness, personality and medical tests to credit and criminal background checks. According to the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, employers should make good efforts to consider ethical issues related to the development, administration and interpretation of work tests. Members of the Society for Industry and Organisational Psychology say
that validity is an important factor in the development of employment tests. The test is valid if its content is directly related to the ability to perform that work. Jeffrey Norris of the Equal Employment Advisory Board notes that employers should regularly review recruitment tests to make sure they meet current employment requirements. In line with the Best
Practices of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the test test procedures and conditions should be consistent. For example, test administrators should make sure that room lighting and noise levels are the same for all job applicants. The Society for Industry and Organisational Psychology says that test administrators should give each applicant
the same set of instructions, such as explaining whether calculators can be used or whether questions can be asked during the test. Erica Klein, of the Ask Headhunter website, says employers compare the results of employment tests to a good worker for the same job. For example, Klein says, if customer service work requires communication skills and
attention to detail, candidates who have scores closest customer service member is likely to be hired. In other words, the Society of Industry Organizational psychology notes, test scores cannot be interpreted without determining the score range, from good to poor, based on the scores of the target group. Also called responsible or green down, ethical down
means feathers plucked from ducks and geese without causing excessive damage. Ethical bedding, underwear and other products can be certified by organizations such as Responsible Down Standard (RDS) or Global Downward Traceability Standard (Global TDS), both for globally recognized program manufacturers, developed in cooperation with animal
welfare groups and down. Both of these standards are voluntary, which means that suppliers and brands may decide to approve them even if they have no legal obligations. If you're down the product market but are concerned about animal welfare, it's important to understand what you're doing – and don't – is ethical down. Learn more about ethical and
unethical production in the guide below. What is down and how can it be unethical? Often found in underwear, as well as at the tops of comforters, pillows and mattresses, down there are soft feathers, which serve as insulation under the feathers of ducks and geese. Usually down comes from these animals. Since they are light, fluffy, without feathers and
insulated, they give warmth and coziness to various products. On the contrary, feathers are found on the upper layer of ducks and geese. Due to its rigid nature, feathers may be more supportive, but also more awkward due to sharp feathers. It was not uncommon for birds to be treated very harshly before drawing public attention to responsible lowering
production. Only five years ago it was revealed that Patagonia was filling jackets using suppliers who plucked from birds that were still alive and force-fed so that their liver could be used as foie gras. After the Patagonia incident, many other brands were investigated and revealed that their own downs also came from similarly unethical sources. According to
PETA, plucking live birds causes great pain and fear. When birds are plucked, their skin can be torn open and their wounds are sewn without painkillers. Birds can be plucked several times throughout their lives before slaughter or death. In response to the brutal manufacturing standard of public hostile reaction, many brands have adopted Responsible Down
Standard and other certificates, including Canada's Down &amp; Feather Company, Coyuchi, Downlight Bedding, North Face, H&amp;M, Patagonia and IKEA. A number of bedding suppliers can boast rds certificate, including Keeco, Multi Glory Home Textiles and PrimaLoft. Today, although the prevention of cruelty has become the main focus of many
brands, cruelty is still taking place. China, the world's leading supplier of down and feathers, still produces live plucked wholesale trade according to research by PETA. Manufacturing Ethics By comparison, ethically getting down comes from birds that have been raised and treated with decency. In order to be considered ethical, live plucking and feeding of
force are prohibited. With many certificates, birds must also be given five freedoms for animal welfare: freedom from hunger, thirst, discomfort, pain, injury, disease and fear, without the freedom to express normal animal behaviour. There are various institutions that offer certificates and guidelines on what is ethical down. We have continued to explore some
of the most common organisations. Responsible down standard. To protect the well-being of geese and ducks, the responsible down standard (RDS) is an independent, voluntary, generally accepted certification that recognizes and rewards companies for ethical practices. To obtain an RDS certificate, farmers, brands and suppliers must respect the five
goose and duck freedoms that supply their down. In order to ensure ethical practice, each stage of the supply chain shall be audited by a specialist of a third body. Global downward traceability standard. The Global Downward Tracking Standard (Global TDS), overseen by NSF International, monitors the supply chain to ensure that animals are treated
decently. From farm to factory purveyors are checked to check that there was no live pluck or force feeding at any stage of the process. The Global TDS also offers education and information for every level of the supply chain. Suppliers can obtain the NSF Global TDS standard as soon as their entire supply chain has been audited and all issues have been
resolved. American Down and Feather Council. A branch of the Home Fashion Products Association, the American Down and Feather Board (ADFC) also offers certificates for down products. However, ADFC certification doesn't necessarily show ethically being treated down. Instead, certification means accurate information; In order to obtain the ADFC seal
of approval, the company must list the details of where the down came from. The sign is down. Downmark is a generally accepted certificate issued by the Down Association of Canada. In order to obtain a certificate, the undertaking must meet strict quality, labelling and packaging standards. Downmark certification ensures that the products are authentic and
humanely sourced. In addition to national and international certification, many companies have begun to introduce their own certificates. For example, Patagonia is now implementing the Patagonian Traceable Down standard, which tracks production from farm to plant to check whether birds are protected by strict animal welfare standards. REI, for its part,
requires all suppliers to comply with internationally accepted best practices, including the respect of a humanely source source. The company lists RDS and Global TDS certificates as voluntary but preferred attributes from purveyors. Conclusion As an environmentally conscious consumer, observe ethically inbound products with certificates, such as RDS or
Global TDS. Not being down bedding and outwear without cruelty, they're most likely from companies that are dedicated to quality and ethical practices – even if that means paying a little more. Alternatively, you can buy alternatives that are designed to mimic the look and down, completely avoiding animal products. Products.
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